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Fri, Jan 27
Trump signs executive order: “Protecting the
Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry into the U.S.”

Sun, Jan 29
WH Chief of Staff Reince Priebus
says legal green card holders
not subject to the order. Secretary
Kelly says it is case-by-case.

Mon, Jan 30
WH amends order to allow Iraqi
interpreters with Special
Immigrant Visas into U.S.

Wed, Feb 1
WH Press Secretary Sean Spicer
says green card holders are
completely exempt, do not
require waivers.

Thurs, Feb 2
WH amends order to allow
Iraqi interpreters with
Special Immigrant Visas
into U.S.

Fri, FEB 3
After lawsuit from Washington &
Minnesota, Seattle federal judge
James Robart issues temporary
ban halting order nationwide.

Sat, Feb 4
Justice Dept. asks U.S. Court
of Appeals for 9th Circuit to
reverse Robart’s decision and
reinstate order.

Sun, Feb 5
U.S. Court of Appeals denies
Justice Dept.’s request.

Tues, Feb 7
U.S. Court of Appeals hears arguments
from Justice Dept. and state attorneys
about lifting ban.

Graphic by CECILIA NUTT
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‘POLITICS!’
Trump’s executive order unfolds
SARAH DIXON
head copy editor

On Tuesday, Feb. 7, the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the 9th Circuit heard
arguments from the “State of Washington v. Trump” case after Seattle federal
judge James Robart issued a temporary
restraining order halting President Donald
Trump’s executive order that was signed
Friday, Jan. 27. The court will decide in
the following days if the restraining order
will be lifted. However, an appeal to the
Supreme Court is likely, according to
The New York Times.
In response to the appeal on Tuesday,
Trump tweeted, “If the U.S. does not win
this case as it so obviously should, we
can never have the security and safety
to which we are entitled. Politics!”
The executive order, titled “Protecting
the Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry
into the United States,” suspends the
entrance of all refugees for 120 days and
Syrian refugees indefinitely, according to
the White House. It also bans immigration from seven predominantly Muslim
countries — Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia,
Sudan, Syria and Yemen — for 90 days.
“I’m establishing new vetting measures to keep radical Islamic terrorists
out of the United States of America.
We don’t want them here,” Trump said
in a signing ceremony at the Pentagon
on Jan. 27. “We want to ensure we are
not admitting into our country the very
threats our soldiers are fighting overseas.”
Following the order, students and
immigrants with valid visas and green
cards were detained in airports across the
world or sent home due to widespread
confusion about the ban, according to
CNN.
The order has been criticized and
praised by political figures, the media and
the general public alike, including former
Attorney General Sally Yates, who said
in an announcement on Monday, Jan.
30 that the Justice Department would
not defend President Trump’s order.
“I am responsible for ensuring that
the positions we take in court remain

consistent with this institution’s solemn
obligation to always seek justice and
stand for what is right,” Yates said.
“At present, I am not convinced that
the defense of the executive order is
consistent with these responsibilities
nor am I convinced that the executive
order is lawful.”
Later that evening, Yates received a
formal letter from Trump informing her
that she had been removed from office,
and Dana J. Boente was promptly sworn
in as acting attorney general, according
to the New York Times.
The executive order sparked protests
around the country in cities and airports,
including the steps of Arkansas State
Capitol where hundreds of Arkansans
gathered on Sunday, Jan. 29 to voice their
opposition to the ban and their support
of Muslims and refugees, according to
Arkansas Matters.
Similarly, students and faculty at
Harding are feeling the impact of Trump’s
order, including senior Dorothee Garcia,
whose parents and brother still live in
Sudan. Garcia said that even though her
family does not have Sudanese passports,
she is worried about her plans to travel
to Sudan for the summer.
“I don’t want there to be any complications of me leaving the country, only to
face problems coming back for my last
semester,” Garcia said. “Especially with
one of my life-milestones, I’m worried
about my parents not being able to enter
the U.S. for my graduation. I think there
are many faces to evil people. Inhibiting
whole populations (from) entry and, to
an extent, staying in the country, isn’t
right.”
Senior Chukwuma Umezurike, an
international student from Nigeria, said
that while America has the right to enact
policies it deems necessary to protect its
borders, the court will have to decide if
this particular policy is constitutional.
“I personally believe that what has
made America exceptional over the
years has been its belief and practice
in core principles and values which I
think this recent order deviates from,”

Umezurike said. “This order could have
been less chaotic and less confusing if
the appropriate interagency collaboration
had been done properly.”
As for refugees, the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees
said in a statement on Jan. 30 that an
estimated 20,000 refugees would be
affected due to the order over the next
120 days. The United Nations Human
Rights Chief also released a statement
on Jan. 30 saying that the order violated
international human rights law.
Monte Cox, dean of the College of
Bible and Ministry, said that while he
is unsure of the constitutionality of the
executive order, he is saddened by the
motives behind it.
“Our default setting must be to
welcome, to be hospitable,” Cox said.
“Right now, there is a climate of fear and
fearfulness toward the other, whatever
you think the other might be — someone
who is not like you.”
Cox also commented that due to
the politics of the situation, Christians
can often miss an opportunity to fulfill
their mission to the strangers among us.
“Let us tend to your huddled masses
yearning to breathe free,” Cox said. “Give
us your tired and your poor — us, the
people of God — and we’ll take care of it.”
Due to the amount of opposition
to the executive order, a lawsuit was
filed from the states of Washington
and Minnesota, resulting in Robart’s
temporary nationwide ban on the order
on Friday, Feb. 3, according to The New
York Times.
The White House quickly retaliated
on Feb. 4 saying the federal government
would challenge the Robart’s ban, according
to USA Today. The Justice Department
asked the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
9th Circuit to reverse Robart’s decision
and reinstate the executive order and
were denied on Feb. 5.
A decision on whether the ban will be
lifted and the executive order reinstated
will come in the following days, with the
likelihood of an appeal to the Supreme
Court as well.

Jerry Falwell Jr. will seek to
reform collegiate education

SAVANNA DISTEFANO
features editor
President Donald Trump
chose Jerry Falwell Jr., president of Liberty University
in Lynchburg, Virginia, the
largest Christian college in
the world, to lead a White
House task force to reform
higher education. According
to the Associated Press, Falwell
discussed the position with
Trump’s senior strategist on
Tuesday, Feb. 2.
“Jerry Falwell Jr. being asked
to head the higher education
reform task force is par for the
course, given the laundry list
of conservatives Trump has
nominated to his cabinet,”senior
Griffin Gibson, a former intern
with Americans for Prosperity
in the District of Columbia,
said.“Under Falwell’s leadership,
this task force can be expected
to recommend the elimination
of various federal regulations
that are currently imposed
upon higher education.”
Julie Hixson-Wallace, vice
provost of accreditation, said
that higher learning institutions
are left with little freedom
for implementing their own
missions while meeting demands of accrediting agencies

and the U.S. Department of
Education. Hixson-Wallace
said she expects Falwell to
give universities more liberty
in interpreting regulations in
regards to institution’s particular
mission.
“Regional accreditation
standards and the U.S.
Department of Education
regulation are sometimes at
odds, placing all institutions
of higher education in the
middle, often creating overly
complicated requirements,”
Hixson-Wallace said. “As
president of a faith-based
private Christian university,
Mr. Falwell is certainly in a
position to understand issues
faced by intuitions such as
Harding.”
Len Stevens, executive
director of External Communications for Liberty,
confirmed Falwell’s acceptance
of the position but said details
regarding the initiative have
yet to be established.
“President Falwell will lead
education task forces, but the
scope of those task forces has
not been announced,” Stevens
said. “There is no further information to share on that at
this time.”

see FALWELL, 2A

EVAN SWEARINGEN | The Bison

Ruby Bridges speaks to an audience of 3,000 people on Feb. 2. Bridges has been named the youngest
Civil Rights figure, and her story is chronicled in a 1999 autobiography titled “Through My Eyes.”

ASI welcomes Civil Rights icon
HANNAH MOORE
opinions editor

On Thursday, Feb. 2, the American
Studies Institute (ASI) hosted Civil
Rights icon Ruby Bridges as the last
installment of their Distinguished
Lecture Series for the 2016-2017
school year. She was named the
youngest Civil Rights figure, being
the first black child integrated into
the New Orleans school system in
1960. Elizabeth Eckford, a member
of the Little Rock Nine, was also in
attendance for the speech.
Sophomore ASI student worker
Sarah Cole said she was encouraged
by attending the event.
“It was really inspiring being in
the same room with two of the most
influential women in Civil Rights his-

tory,” Cole said. “It was so interesting
to hear Mrs. Ruby’s story because it
was coming from someone who experienced it first hand and someone
who experienced integration at such
a young and vulnerable stage.”
After taking a test to determine her
academic ability, Bridges was selected
as one of six black children to attend
all white schools in the New Orleans
area, and was one of three set to attend
William Frantz Elementary. The two
others backed out, so she attended the
first grade alone starting on Nov. 14,
1960, flanked by four US Marshals.
Many parents of the children who
went there protested outside on her
arrival and even pulled their children
out of the school.
Bridges described meeting her
teacher, Mrs. Henry, who taught only

Bridges for her entire first year at
William Frantz.
“I had never seen a white teacher
before, not to mention she looked
exactly like those people outside,”
Bridges said in her speech. “All those
people I had seen were angry, screaming
and shouting, so I didn’t know what to
expect from her. I remember looking
around her at the classroom, and all I
saw were empty desks, and I remember
thinking then, ‘My mom has brought
me to school too early, there is no one
in the class.’ Indeed, it was too early.
It was years too early.”
Bridges’ story inspired many, including
the realist painter Norman Rockwell,
who created the work “The Problem
We All Live With” based on her first
day at William Frantz.

see BRIDGES, 2A
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Lawmakers propose changes to the Arkansas Medical Marijuana Amendment
KALEB TURNER
student writer

Medical Marijuana Amendment said the lawmakers are
in the wrong by attempting to make drastic changes to
the amendment after a majority of Arkansans voted for it.
“If they wanted to make changes to it, then that should
have been done before we voted on it,” Moreland said. “I
do, however, believe that they are trying to make it better
and hopefully to where (only) patients who actually need
it can get it.”
House Speaker Jeremy Gillam tapped Rapert ’s
Republican colleague, Rep. Douglas House, to organize
legislation in both chambers regarding medical marijuana
alongside two senators.
“If you want to close down the dispensaries and the
cultivators, prohibit smoking,” House said to the Arkansas
Democrat-Gazette on Jan. 31. “I’m not in the business of
trying to make sure that marijuana stays in business. I’m in
the business of trying to protect the people of Arkansas.”
House and the other lawmakers have also introduced
two additional pieces of legislation: House Bills 1391
and 1392.
HB 1391 would allow local governments like city
councils and quorum courts to ban medical marijuana

2B | Friday, February 10, 2017

Last week, two Republican lawmakers introduced
legislation to limit the scope of the Arkansas Medical
Marijuana Amendment, which was passed by 53 percent
of voters in the general election on Nov. 8, 2016.
Sen. Jason Rapert joined Rep. Robin Lundstrum
as a primary sponsor on House Bill 1400, which was
introduced on Monday, Jan. 30. The bill, which is still
making its way through the committee process, would
ban smoking medical marijuana in any location across
the state. Lundstrum said options like patches, oils and
creams would still be available.
In an article published by Arkansas Democrat-Gazette
on Jan. 31, Rapert claimed that smoking medical marijuana
has no medical benefits.
“No medical professional that I have spoken to, no
medical information that I have seen, says that smoking
marijuana has truly any medicinal benefit whatsoever,”
Rapert said.
Sophomore Kara Moreland, who voted for the Arkansas
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facilities without a public vote, and HB 1392 would
prevent the dispensation of marijuana in edibles unless
the marijuana was to aid with ingestion. Both bills are
still in committee.
On Nov. 8, 2016, a majority of Arkansans voted in
favor of Issue 6, or the Arkansas Medical Marijuana
Amendment, which legalized medical marijuana for 17
qualifying medical conditions and would allocate the
tax revenue to technical institutes, vocational schools,
workforce training and the state general fund.
Moreland said she would not have voted for the
amendment had she not been friends with a man who
suffered from epilepsy. She realized medical marijuana was
a viable treatment option for him and other Arkansans
who had exhausted traditional treatment options.
“If you were given the opportunity to change someone’s
life in a positive way, would you do it? I know I would,”
Moreland said. “There is no reason for anyone to be suffering
when there is something out there that will help them get
better. We need this medical marijuana amendment for
those that are in pain, suffering, having seizures (or are)
cancer patients. It is somebody’s last option.”

Jesse McCartney concert breaks record for CAB ticket sales
FEATURES
LIFESTYLE
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AMANDA FLOYD | The Bison

Students stand in line on Wednesday, Feb. 1, waiting to purchase tickets for the Jesse McCartney concert hosted by the Campus Activities Board. Ticket
sales began at noon, and the line formed hours before. According to Logan Light, director of CAB, tickets for the original location, the Administration
Auditorium, sold out in 90 minutes, making it the fastest concert to sell out. The concert was moved to the Benson Auditorium and will take place on
Saturday, Feb. 18 at 8 p.m. As of press time, approximately 2,200 tickets were sold and 200 remained.

Betsy DeVos becomes new secretary of education

Vice president casts tie-breaking vote declaring DeVos head of nation’s educational system
GARRETT HOWARD
lifestyle editor
Betsy DeVos made history on Feb. 7 when the Senate
confirmed her as head of the nation’s educational system.
The vote was tied 50-to-50 until Vice President Mike
Pence cast the historic tie-breaking vote, as this was the
first time a vice president has done so for the appointment
of a cabinet nominee.
The hearing process leading up to DeVos’ newfound
authority has been met with negativity from both Democrats
and Republicans, with two Republican senators voting
against DeVos in the monumental vote. Before the vote,
Democratic Sen. Al Franken hammered Republicans with
questions about their support of DeVos.
“If we cannot set aside party loyalty long enough
to perform the essential duty of vetting the president’s
nominees, what are we even doing here?” Franken said in
an interview with the New York Times on Feb. 7.
The divisive announcement has upset many, including
Michael Wood, an associate professor in Harding’s
college of education. Despite DeVos’ overwhelmingly
negative reception, Wood said he will continue to hope

BRIDGES, from 1A
In an interview that took
place before the speech that
night, Bridges said that she
learned about Rockwell’s
painting through her old
child psychologist, Dr. Robert
Coles.
“He and Norman Rockwell
were best friends,” Bridges
said. “I think that had a lot
to do with that particular
painting. Not to mention
that Norman Rockwell, and
I know this because I sit
on the Rockwell board, he
wanted to make a political
statement about the state the
country was in back then.”
Senior fine art major
Virginia McGiboney said

she was fascinated to hear
more about the strength
of the small child from the
artwork.
“ The painting shows
perfectly what Mrs. Bridges
was going through at the
time, a small innocent girl
walking to school surrounded
by four tall men with yellow
bands,” McGiboney said.
“Seeing the tomato splash
against the wall and graffiti
in the background, you can
tell this little girl is not in
a safe place. Yet, she is still
walking to school to get an
education. She doesn’t realize
the hate that is going on in
front of her. She has her

Community
Banking
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for advancement instead of regression.
“Though I still believe a person with educational
experiences should have been nominated for the secretary of
education, I will pray for Ms. DeVos and the Department
of Education,” Wood said. “I will also continue to pray
for our state and national leaders. I wish nothing but the
best for the decisions they will make.”
DeVos’ initial hearing was on Jan. 17 where, according
to CNN, she reportedly failed to show any signs of
qualification for the position as she stumbled over simple
questions, declined to answer others and admitted that she
had no experience with management of higher education.
Since then, educators have blasted DeVos, including
Wood, who believes DeVos’ hearing was enough to put
off most American educators.
“I think that was enough for America, especially
educators. I’ve read some news articles and open letters
to her from teachers that basically say, ‘Don’t do this; go
for somebody who actually knows about schools,’” Wood
said. “These educators — myself included — who say
no to her are not saying that there’s going to be just one
person out there who can do what needs to be done; we
just need somebody who actually knows what’s going on.”
head held high and carries
her school supplies; she looks
determined to go to school.
It makes you realize you can
be a child, and yet there are
people out who want to hurt
you, maybe even kill you, just
by doing something a little
different.”
In the same interview that
took place before the speech,
Bridges said that sharing her
story at this time is needed,
especially considering the
current state of race relations
and political discourse in the
United States.
“I think my message is
extremely important, especially
right now,” Bridges said. “I
think we tend to forget the
color of our skin is not as
important as we make it out
to be, that we shouldn’t be
judged by what we look like
on the outside. I don’t think
that’s changed. You think
about this painting and what
that meant in 1960 but we’re
faced with the same issues
today, so it hasn’t changed.
The message is equally as
important, especially, I
believe, for our young people.
I think racism has evolved
in so many different ways

since then, but it’s still here
and alive.”
Bridges established the
Ruby Bridges Foundation,
which promotes cultural
understand through community
service, after volunteering at
William Frantz years later.
From her experience as
a child, she continues to
promote multiculturalism
and community service in
elementary schools.
“Racism somehow makes
us think that we need to
only trust people that look
like us, our own kind … but
you know that is not true,”
Bridges said in her speech.
“You know that we do not
live in a world like that today.
You can’t look at a person and
tell if they’re good or bad. I
think it’s not just the color
of our skin. I don’t believe
that’s the issue. I think that’s
what’s being used to divide
us. I think what we’re faced
with right now is good and
evil … Evil doesn’t care what
you look like. If you open
yourself up to it, it will use
you to do the work that it
wants done … We cannot
win unless we come together,
good against evil.”

Future educators are also ner vous about DeVos’
newfound authority. Senior Rebecca Mahle, an English
major with teaching licensure, said she believes in the
American education system, and said that fixing it would
be a “difficult and tricky situation.” While Mahle said she
believes DeVos’ desire to change things is good, it’s not
enough to overlook her lack of experience.

“Though I still believe a person with
educational experiences should have
been nominated for the secretary of
education, I will pray for Ms. DeVos
and the Department of Education”
-Michael Wood,
Harding College of Education

“As a student teacher, I already see the struggles that
schools face, and this is only going to get worse as DeVos
strips money from public schools and allocates it for her
charter schools,” Mahle said. “DeVos’ lack of experience
in public schools will be her downfall. I truly hope that
she does not trigger the downfall of education as a whole.”

FALWELL, from 1A
In a separate interview with CNN, Stevens said
Falwell is interested in decreasing regulations for
institutions of higher learning, particularly that
of Title IX. Hans Bader, a senior attorney at the
Competitive Enterprise Institute and previous
attorney in the Education Department’s Office of
Civil Rights, said he believes Falwell will judge
Title IX cases more precisely.
“In his public comments (Falwell) has shown
a welcome willingness to question improper
bureaucratic micromanagement of colleges that
began under the Obama administration,” Bader
said. “Such micromanagement has resulted in
unfair treatment of students and faculty.”
Hixson-Wallace said Falwell’s new position will
benefit universities with his looser perspective on
policy and regulations for higher education.
“I hope Mr. Falwell will accomplish lessening
of the specific oversight that is currently required
by the accrediting agencies and USDOE to enable
universities to interpret, within their mission, the
standards and criteria for a quality education,”
Hixson-Wallace said. “Having such a voice at
the table makes me feel more confident that our
interests are likely to be represented.”
Falwell became the president of Liberty University
in 2007. He graduated from the university in 1987
with a degree in religious studies and history,
and later earned a doctorate from the University
of Virginia School of Law. Falwell endorsed the
president in January, days after Trump spoke at
Liberty.
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hannah j. moore

In defense of black history ... or not
delilah pope

editorial
asst.

“B

lack history is American History.”
Every February, some variant of
this sentiment finds its way into my news
feed, usually in the form of an appropriated and decontextualized Morgan
Freeman quote, a Stacy Dash Fox News
interview or the status of a well-meaning
social media friend suggesting that Black
History Month is an unnecessary and
irrelevant practice, one that only serves
to further divide us as a nation. While
I support the statement, I can’t help but
note the cultural backgrounds of those
friends and acquaintances who share
these things, and the fact their voices are
largely silent or unproductively present
regarding the place of blackness outside
of the month of February.

Black history is American history, but
all parts of American history are not
equally or fairly represented, and these
discussions seem far more dismissive
than inclusive. I notice these things, and
they frustrate me. Even more frustrating
is the discourse which aims to reduce
black history to a ploy to emphasize
white guilt by stressing the effects of
slavery on modern black life.
If I’m being honest, this frustration
has made Black History Month feel like
a tired tradition for the past few years.
The temptation to respond to these
arguments and vouch for the validity of
Black History Month and black history
as a whole have the potential to derail
a discourse which could much more
productively be focused on celebration
by instead replacing it with one of
frustration and anxiety.
This year, I have personally decided
to bow out of that defensive discourse
during the month of February. While
responding to those who discredit or
ignore black history is a necessary work,
it cannot overshadow the necessity of
emphasizing black history’s power and

joy in a story that is so often derailed by
discussions of slavery and oppression.
These discussions are necessary to
solving problems of discrimination and
structural inequality, but they cannot
be the whole of our discourse or the
extent of our knowledge of black history.
Momentarily removing ourselves from
contentious cultural discourse doesn’t
mean that the work stops, and it doesn’t
mean that more fairly and accurately interpreting history isn’t a work in line with
the mission of solving those problems,
but it does mean that for one month, we
take a necessary reprieve from feeling the
need to justify and validate black culture.
We have 11 other months to fight that
good fight, so for right now, I will focus
my attention on asserting the truth that
Black Americans have contributed more
to our collective history than a legacy
of oppression.
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I wanna choreograph
with somebody
3B | Friday, February
10, 2017
(who
loves me)
A

DELILAH POPE is the editorial
assistant for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
dpope1@harding.edu.

Bruce McLarty @BruceMcLarty·2/8/17
I’m sure this surprises no one, but I LOVED the singing chapel
in the Rhodes-Reaves Field House this morning!
Bridget Casey @bridge_itcasey·2/8/17

nothing like Rhodes Chapel to make me realize that I know 2% of
the ppl at this school

Sara Denney @sara_denneyy·2/8/17

When the deans love social clubs so much that they replace chapel
with all club.
Graphic by SAM SHEPHERD

Endless pasta-bilities
savanna distefano the school system was halted while she while they counted pennies and stretched

features
editor

O

ne of my favorite parts of being
home is visiting my grandmother
and indulging in homemade pizza, pasta
and lots of bread and cheese. My Nona
makes the best food, and her love language is to endlessly provide it. I guess
that’s just a perk of having an Italian
grandmother.
As I sat on the couch with my grandmother during Christmas break, she
began reminiscing about her childhood
back in Italy. Through broken English,
she told me about being afraid and about
deaths and U.S. bombings she witnessed
during World War II.
She lived in a small apartment behind a church. She remembers when
the large church bell was taken down
so the metal could be used for the war.
She remembers hiding underground
and watching planes drop bombs on
fields of soldiers. She remembers when

staff

h, Valentine’s Day. V-day. Love and stuff. Candy hearts,
flowers, chocolates, chubby winged babies, the gist.
I wasn’t fortunate enough to be struck by Cupid’s arrow
this year, or any other year for that matter. I’ve been single
for almost five years now. However, some of you will be
lucky enough to share this special day with a loved one or
will even receive a really expensive rock that you’ll put on
your finger and cherish until you inevitably lose it. Hey,
I’m not judging. Congratulations are actually in order. I
just have one question… How did you do it?
I don’t live under a rock like some common flower-trousered starfish. I am fully aware that Harding has a
reputation for churning out a large number of marriages.
This is your life and you can do whatever you want; I’m
just genuinely curious. If you have gotten engaged already
or are seriously dating, how did you manage to find that
special someone? You’re taking the next big step in this
grand adventure we call life, and I can’t even get a boy
to talk to me.
I have not been asked on one date since I’ve been a
student at Harding. Not a single one. Of course, I, as
well as all other women, are fully capable and allowed to
make the first move. I’ve just had really bad experiences
doing so in the past, so that was definitely out of the
question for me. Sure, this has allowed me to focus on
my studies and my work, and I’ve had the opportunity
to really discover who I am as a person and what I value
in life, but it seriously bothers me that I’m somehow too
intimidating or unappealing for just one person to show
at least a sliver of interest in me.
I’m not sure if this is a property of college students in
general or just the ones that go to Harding, but it seems
like the dating process is completely warped and unlike
anything you’d see in real life. Here’s how the process
works as I, as only an observant wallflower, see it:
You make eyes at someone from across the classroom.
You message them on Facebook, asking a question about
a homework assignment that you already know the
answer to. After striking up a conversation about sushi
or your views on the refugee crisis, you express that you
find Facebook messenger annoying and give them your
number. You continue conversation until you use that
same homework assignment as an excuse to study together
in the library. You go to the library with them, but after
finding yourselves distracted and hungry, you shirk your
schoolwork to go grab Sonic. At this point, you share
your disinterest for the gen-ed you’re taking together,
your entire life story and the fact that you’re really tired
of being single. You decide to be boyfriend-and-girlfriend,
steady dates, official. And all of this takes place during
the span of a singular weekend.
I’m not against finding love. I’m not against marriage.
I’m actually looking forward to being in a committed
relationship someday, and I think I’m ready for that to
happen. But what I am against is this completely idiotic
pattern of dating that has left me without a Valentine for
the fourth year of being at a school famous for relationships and marriages.
Is there a way that I can circumvent this ludicrous
process? Am I just old-fashioned? Or am I sentenced
to a life of cats and daytime television? Am I and all the
other single people actually the norm? Should we form a
union and rise against the unfair stigma imposed on us by
the mainstream? Or are we just failed social experiments
that aren’t quite good enough to be packaged, wrapped
and distributed to the world from the Harding Marriage
Machine?
Regardless, if you need me on Tuesday of next week,
I’ll be in bed eating chocolate and watching The Vow by
myself.
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was in first grade, before she learned to
write her name.
My grandmother’s father came to
America in the ‘20s, and travelled between
Italy and the U.S. before calling for my
grandmother in 1960. My Nona, then 26
and practically illiterate, traveled across
the Atlantic by herself, leaving her comfortable and familiar town and culture.
My grandmother met and married my
grandfather, also an Italian immigrant, in
1962. My grandfather was a hard worker.
He began working immediately following
his arrival in 1960, first for the city of
Detroit and later for the Ford Motor
Company, one of the largest American
automakers in the world. He remained
there for 25 years, contributing to the
American economy.
My grandmother is not a U.S. citizen,
nor was my grandfather. They are two of
the many immigrants who have come to
call America home. They came to this
“land of opportunity” for a better life and
a better future for their children. Because
of my grandparents, I am able to be part
of the first generation of DiStefanos to
attend college, which gives us a power
that no previous DiStefano generation
has had. We can contribute to society
and influence the world in ways my
grandparents never thought possible

it’s
complicated

dollars as far as possible.
My grandmother told me she was
never given new clothes as a child. Her
family farmed and sold the bread they
made when possible. She said she had
nothing, but since coming to the U.S.,
she has been able own a home, raise five
children and help raise nine grandchildren.
I can’t help but believe that most
immigrants — legal or not — are not
much different than my grandparents.
I don’t think most people are much
different than they are. Who wouldn’t
want a chance for a better life, a future
and a safe place to call home?
My grandmother is a green card
holder, but when I asked her if she still
would have made the effort to come
over if the government forbade it, she
implicitly said yes. She is glad to be
here. It was not a good life for her back
in Italy. She said that her children were
born into “heaven.”
Here’s to my brave and hardworking immigrant grandparents and to an
America that welcomed people from
every corner of the world to build their
own American dream.
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Dark comedy

’ve been thinking about my childhood
pets lately.
For example, when I was in elementary
school, I had a pet frog named Flip. Flip
lived in a bowl of water in our living
room. His worldly possessions included
a few rocks, a small plastic plant and a
plastic house bearing a sign that read,
“A very special frog lives here.”
In hindsight, “very special” was a
bit much.
Flip was aptly named — he had a
terrible habit of floating on his back,
limbs extended and drooping, giving
every impression that he had passed on
to a much larger bowl and a much more
elaborate plastic house. The moment you
tapped the glass, however, he would flip
over and pretend nothing had happened.
Several times a day, I would hear my
mother anxiously tap on Flip’s bowl,
shortly followed by the exclamation:
“Flip! Don’t DO that!”
Needless to say, in my house, we don’t
reference habitual dishonesty with the
colloquialism, “the boy who cried wolf.”
The simple phrase “quit frogging around”
is usually enough to extract the truth.
Unfortunately, this animalistic
trickery resulted in one of my saddest
childhood memories. Upon entering the
living room one day, carrying a glass of
milk and the latest installment of “The
Boxcar Children” series, I observed Flip
in his upside down state. As per my usual
reaction, I shook my head at the flippin’
frog’s tomfoolery.
It took 20 minutes for me to come
to the devastating realization: my Flip
had flipped his last.
We buried him in the backyard,
between the grave for Samson the dog
and the communal grave for Chuck,
Henry and Phil, my hermit crabs, upon
whose shells I had Sharpied my name,
á la Andy in “Toy Story.”
What is interesting about Flip is
that, even though he tragically died
floating upside down in a bowl of water,
I mourned his loss very little. You may
think I was a heartless machine child,
but let me explain. As a pet, Flip had
not endeared himself to me in a way
that was tangible to my younger self.
Hence, I missed his presence very little
when it was taken away. Flip’s passing
can be compared in stark contrast to
the passing of my other dog, Oreo, who
received a much more prominent burial
place beneath the hemlock bordering
Mrs. Ohler’s house next door.
Reflecting on this fact, I wonder how
we as humans endear ourselves to one
other. As I think about my childhood
pets, I realize that pets are, by every
definition, our friends. And isn’t it true
that some friends are missed less than
others when they are taken away?
With graduation looming, I know
some friends will survive the impending
transition, but many will disappear and
not be missed. It is tragic, but true. We
can only hope that, to the friends who
matter, we have been emotionally endearing enough to receive a prominent
burial place beneath a hemlock tree in
their backyard …
This is what we call in the biz a “stream
of consciousness” column. I only allot
myself one article in this style every year.
This week’s metaphoric journey has been
a train wreck, I understand — the “dark
comedy” of columns. I will do better.
Maybe, in my next column, I will
tell you about my pet gerbil, Matthias.
Matthias lived in an aquarium in our
living room. His worldly possessions
included a few rocks, a small plastic plant
and a plastic house bearing a sign that
read, “A very special gerbil lives here.”
We only shopped at the one pet store.
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Happy Valentine’s Day to me
amanda floyd

head
photographer

It’s that time of year again! The time of year
when love is in the air and hearts are plastered
everywhere. It’s when we make time to tell
those around us how much we love them and
appreciate them. But what if we mixed things
up this year?
Usually when I think about Valentine’s Day,
I imagine red roses and love notes. However,
for you it might mean cute cards and hugs
from your closest friends or family.

Whatever it may be, Valentines is all about
showing others love. But what if decided to
show ourselves a little love this year?
Personally, I have never been a fan of
Valentine’s Day. For me, it has always meant
another day of snow and another year without a boyfriend. And for a long time I let
Valentine’s Day get me down. I let it crush
my spirit and fool me into believing that I’m
not good enough.
However, as a college senior, I have finally
learned the true meaning of Valentine’s Day.
You see, Valentine’s Day is not about loving
others, but it’s also about loving yourself. In
the Bible, Jesus tells us to love our neighbors
as ourselves, but how can we do that unless
we actually do love ourselves?
This year I challenge you to spend Valentine’s Day showing yourself a little love. Just
think about it: when was the last time you

gave yourself a little encouragement? When
was the last time you looked in the mirror and
said, “Hey, I love you”?
I know for me, it’s been a while.
So here’s my challenge. Next Tuesday, treat
yourself to something you love. Maybe it’s a
good book and a cup of coffee, or just a nice
long nap — whatever it is, just do it. You deserve
it. For too long we have fooled ourselves into
thinking that we are only important if someone
says so. But that’s simply not true. God knows
how important you are and you should too.
Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
I love myself, and you should too.

AMANDA FLOYD is the head
photographer for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
afloyd4@harding.edu.

Interested in writing a guest column?
Contact Hannah J. Moore at hmoore@harding.edu.
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friend of mine once said, “If you want
the attic cleaned out, don’t send someone
who can read.” I learned the truth of this
maxim during Christmas break, when I was
home at my mother’s house in Georgia. While
hauling Christmas decorations to the attic
one afternoon, I happened to notice a box
marked “Michael’s Books.” Funny, I thought
I had taken all my books to Searcy. But here
was another box.
I opened the lid and was transported straight
to the second grade. I could almost hear “My
Sharona” as I drifted back to 1979, staring at
some of my favorite childhood books. Like
the Sesame Street Library — volumes 2-12
— filled with silly stories from the Muppets.
I instantly remembered my favorite, “The
Perils of Penelope.” Each volume contains
a new episode of Bert wearing a yellow wig
and skirt and getting rescued by Ernie from
one absurd cliffhanger after the next. Only
years later did I realize they were spoofing
those movie serials that my Mom used to
watch in the 40s. And that Penelope’s name
does not rhyme with “cantaloupe.”
The box also contained nine books from
the “Sweet Pickles” series. Each one features
a different animal whose name begins with
a letter of the alphabet, and who also has
a character trait that starts with the same
letter. Goof-off Goose never gets anything
done. Kidding Kangaroo won’t stop playing
practical jokes. Yakety Yak has a motor mouth.
I remember now that in the summer of
1979, I was obsessed with these mail-order
books and wanted all 26. I only ended up
with nine. Nor was deprivation counseling
available back then.
I had a cousin who lived in England at
the time, and every once in a while she sent
me some “Mr. Men” books — a popular
British series by Roger Hargreaves. I loved
the adventures of the different characters who,
again, had defining habits. Mr. Muddle gets
things mixed up. Mr. Uppity is a snob. Mr.
Nosey can’t mind his own business. You get
the idea. After creating 36 characters by 1978,
Hargreaves decided the series needed some
gender balance. So in the early ‘80s he added

About a Boy
michael
claxton

Little Miss Bossy, Little Miss Scatterbrain,
Little Miss Chatterbox, Little Miss Fickle,
and more. It may not have been a great step
forward for women.
Once again, I tried to collect them all but
failed. So to recap: I’m one volume short in
the Sesame Street Library, I’m missing 17
Sweet Pickle books and, in one of the great
tragedies of my life, I somehow never read
Mr. Funny. It looks like I’ll be off to eBay for
a little closure to some unfinished business
from my childhood.
The most fascinating thing in the box,
though, was a five-inch stack of homework
from the 2nd and 3rd grades. Worksheets,
math problems, and coloring pages, all dutifully signed by my mother. My favorite was
a spelling quiz that had this note from the
teacher: “Michael did not return his signed
papers from last week. Please return.” To
which my mother responded: “I returned
on Monday, but when Michael brought
them home that afternoon (again), I threw
them away.” My own mother throwing me
under the bus.
But the piece de resistance was the
discovery of my forgotten memoirs. Dated
November 5th, 1979, the 28-page booklet
titled “About Me” contained the sum total
of my self-awareness at age 7. The title page
reads, “I am going to write this book. So that
makes me the author. I am going to draw the
pictures, too. That makes me the illustrator.”
I wish I could take credit for this brilliant
opening, but since it’s in purple Xerox ink,
I guess it was already part of the handout.
Each page had blanks to fill in and things
to draw or color. On page three, I drew a
picture of myself in a red jacket and blue
jeans. My head looks like a pumpkin with a

thin layer of blond hair on it. I have the right
number of fingers but no palms. My nose is
pear shaped. But my sneakers are neatly tied,
since I had finally mastered that elusive skill
in the 1st grade.
On page seven, I was prompted to draw
something to go with this caption: “A present
that I’d like to get would be … ” Faithful
readers of this column will not be surprised
that I drew a disguise kit, complete with fake
glasses, plastic teeth, and a phony mustache.
Looking through some of my other school
papers from that year, it seems that I was using
Little Ralphie’s BB gun strategy, drawing
disguise kits on several of my spelling quizzes
as the month of November rolled on. The
subtle hints paid off.
The autobiography included drawings of
my family, my house, my room, and our dog.
Page 19 listed “My Favorite Foods.” Having
not yet mastered the intricacies of spelling,
I drew a “stake” and a “sweet potato” and
“milk” and said the “food I would never eat”
is “saled.” My secret hiding place is pictured
on page 20 and is labeled as the “clud house.”
My favorite vacation is a trip to “Tenesee.”
On that page I have drawn four houses on
my grandmother’s block. The fourth one
belonged to the woman all the kids called
“the mean lady,” for reasons no one ever
explained. Fittingly, there are bats, ghosts,
and lightning bolts around that house. On
page 23, I’ve sketched myself doing chores
in my room, which has clothes falling out of
the bureau drawers, scattered all over the bed
and even dangling from the ceiling.
Overall, the coloring is above average. The
draftsmanship is below. And the prose style
needs to mature. But it’s a glorious look back
at my 7-year-old self: immersed in books,
inept at spelling and a wannabe master of
disguise. Much has changed, of course. I’ve
gotten better at spelling, and I have a real
mustache. My room is tidy now. But I’ll still
pass on the “saled.”
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
writer for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
mclaxto1@harding.edu.
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The GOAT
After Super Bowl LI, there
has been a lot of talk about
who is actually the greatest
quarterback to ever play the
game. While the vast majority
of people have solidified their
answer as Tom Brady, a few
people still stick to their roots
with other quarterbacks. So, I
have decided to count down
my top five quarterbacks to
ever play the game.
5. Brett Favre. It’s hard to
count out a guy who played at
a high level until he was in his
40s, not to mention all of the
records that he set while doing
so. He’s a three-time league
MVP and also has a Super
Bowl ring to boast. His 71,838
career passing yards is second
only to Peyton Manning, and
his career will always be one
of the most respected in the
history of the game.
4. Johnny Unitas. Unitas
played well ahead of his time
when he was quarterback for
the Baltimore Colts back in
the ‘50s. He won four MVP
titles and three NFL championships. He was also the
first quarterback to throw for
30 touchdowns in a season. It
goes without saying that he
impacted the way quarterbacks
play the game today, and he
is more than deserving to be
considered one of the greatest
to ever play football.
3. Joe Montana. I may get
some flack for putting Montana
this far down the list. He is
considered by many to be THE
greatest of all time, but I am
putting him at three for the
sake of opinion. He is arguably
the most clutch quarterback
ever. People look back to his
historic 92-yard drive to win
Super Bowl XXIII, and the
fact that he won all four Super
Bowls in which he played. He
was also awarded the MVP
trophy in three of those.
2. Peyton Manning. This
is where the list hits home for
me. Manning will always be
the greatest quarterback of all
time in my mind. As a Tennessee fan, I grew up watching
Manning play. He has almost
every record a quarterback can
hold in the NFL, and he came
back from taking a season off
after four neck surgeries to
have the best season in the
history of the game and win
his NFL-record fifth MVP
title. He has two Super Bowl
victories to his name— the
only quarterback to have won
two Super Bowls with two
different teams. Even though
I don’t have him at number
one on this list, he is still the
best to ever play the game in
my eyes.
1. Tom Brady. I hate this. I
hate that I am puttingTom Brady
as the greatest quarterback of all
time. But after watching what
he did on Sunday night (you
also have to take into account
the horrible coaching job the
Falcons had in the second half)
winning his fifth Super Bowl
title (thanks to Adam Vinatieri,
the tuck rule, Spygate and
Deflategate), I’m not sure you
can really argue against him.
As much as I dislike Brady, I
will always give credit where
credit is due. Congrats Brady.
You are officially the GOAT.
TAYLOR HODGES is the
head sports editor for the
Bison. He may be contacted
at thodges@harding.edu.
Twitter: @thodges_2
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Former head football coach Ronnie Huckeba was given the Hansen Division II Coach of the Year award after the Bisons finished
the season 13-1 and won the Great American Conference Championship. Six Bisons players receieved All-American honors
as well.

Bisons add more hardware

Former coach Huckeba named Hansen Division II Coach of the Year
TAYLOR HODGES
head sports editor
The Harding Bisons football team was able to
add more awards to a growing collection after their
historic 2016 season.
Former head coach Ronnie Huckeba was awarded the Hansen Division II Coach of the Year. Six
Bisons players also received All-America honors.
Senior fullback Michael Latu received first-team
honors, senior defensive end Tre’von Biglow and
junior offensive tackle Gavin De Los Santos received
second-team honors, and senior return specialist
Corey Bassett received third-team honors. Senior
linebacker Daylan Skidmore and junior safety
Daylon Markham were both honorable mentions.
The Harding football team had a historic season,
going undefeated during the regular season and winning the first outright conference championship. The
history continued into the NCAA Division II playoffs
when they defeated the No. 4 ranked University of
Sioux Falls (USF) by kicking a game-winning field
goal in overtime and advancing to the quarterfinals
for the first time in school history. They would go
on to lose to the No. 1 overall ranked Northwest
Missouri State (NWMSU), who then went on to

win the national championship.
“It’s still kind of hard to take in what we were
able to accomplish this season,” Skidmore said. “We
were able to go 13-1, and we wish we could’ve made
it further, but we know how hard we worked to get
to this point. The result was great, but I think the
process was the best part of it. I think how hard
we pushed and how hard we worked together is
what made the season so great.”
Huckeba, along with several players, would go
on to win multiple awards after the season ended,
including the coach of the year honor, awarded to
him last week.
“There wasn’t a more deserving coach to win
that award,” Biglow said. “With the team we had,
we knew we were very talented. But coach Huck
never let up on us since day one. He kept us focused,
and he let us know that we had something special.
He deserved that award for sure.”
Huckeba spent 10 seasons as the head coach of
the Bisons, going 47-11 in his final five seasons.
He said that this past season would not have been
possible without his players and his coaching staff.
“It’s a reflection on the coaches I got to work
with, and how outstanding they were,” Huckeba
said. “And we had outstanding players. We had

24 seniors, many of whom were really pivotal on
the team. So that award I received is a reflection
on how well our coaches worked and how well
our players played. I am honored to have been the
coach of this football team.”
Skidmore and Biglow also praised their teammates
and said that many of them were well deserving of
the All-American awards as well.
“It has always been a dream of mine to get
All-American, and I used to think that it was
maybe out of reach,” Skidmore said. “Five other
guys were honored as well. I am really proud of
them, and there were definitely other guys on the
team that deserved the recognition as well. I’m just
really proud of all of my teammates.”
This past season will be one that the Harding
football team will remember as they transition into
a new season with new players, all under the helm
of new head coach Paul Simmons.
“If I could reflect on anything from this past
season and seasons before, it is that I have been
unbelievably blessed to be a part of Harding football,” Huckeba said. “I really believe that we made a
tremendous effort to stay true to our purpose, which
was to honor God. We weren’t always perfect, but
we did our very best.”

Tennis teams sweep in Texas
EMILY FAULKNER
asst. sports editor

Both the Bisons and Lady Bisons tennis teams swept McMurry
University in Dallas, Texas, on
Saturday, 9-0.
The men started off their season
Friday with a tight match falling to
No. 5 Seward Community College,
1-8. Three matches came down to
third set tiebreakers. Falling early in
doubles 9-7 at line 1, 9-8 at line 2,
and 8-3 at line 3, it became a tight
battle in singles. Their lone point
was at line 4 singles, where senior
Neto Cacace defeated Alex Mosehle
6-2, 6-7, 10-2.
“The overall atmosphere this
weekend was really great,” Cacace
said. “Everyone was cheering from
all different courts, even into singles.”
On Saturday, the Bisons bounced
back. The men defeated McMurry
University 9-0.
On Sunday the Bisons defeated
Collin College 6-3 in Plano, Texas.
The new duo of freshman Alejandro
Sendra and junior Carlos Crisostomo
at line 2 provided their lone point
in doubles, winning 9-7.
The Lady Bisons also made their
debut this season with a sweep against
McMurry University on Saturday,
9-0. On Sunday, the women won 8-1

against Collin College, only losing
one singles match.
With new players within both
the men’s and women’s lineups, head
coach David Redding has made
adjustments and will keep looking
for the best combinations.
“On the guys side, we lost two
of our best doubles players from
last season ,and right now we are
struggling to find the right combinations with the new players that we
have,” Redding said. “I feel confident
though that we will eventually get
to where we need to be.”
Having a total of four seniors,
both teams have potential for growth.
“We definitely have the talent to go
far this season,” senior Arielle Butler
said. “We just need to keep believing
in ourselves and supporting each
other so we can get the job done.”
This weekend showed that the
Bisons might have tough opponents, but they will always play their
hearts out.
“Comparatively, we may not be
equal in results or stats to other
teams, but there will always be a
high level of competition, ” senior
Brandon Hogland said. “We can
win any match at any time if we
come to play.”
The men’s team is picked third
out of four in pre-poll GAC rank-

ings. The women are picked fifth
out of seven.
“Winning conference and winning as many matches as possible is
always the goal for me personally,”
senior Piper Huey said. “My favorite
memory was winning conference
my freshman year, and I’d love to
do that one more time.”
Conference play starts April 1 for
the men against Ouachita Baptist at

home. The women’s first conference
match is March 25 against Southern
Nazarene University in Bethany,
Oklahoma.
“The bottom line is that I look
forward to each and every match
because each one is different and
distinct, and I just love to compete,”
Redding said. “I will have succeeded
as a coach if I have instilled that
attitude in all of my players.”

AMANDA FLOYD | The Bison

Junior Carlos Crisostomo returns a shot in a match last season.
The men’s and women’s teams swept McMurry University in
Dallas, Texas last weekend.
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lin said she was very happy to
see how strong the team’s bats
were, as that was something the
team worked hard to improve
in the fall.
“We’ve usually been a really
speedy team and just laying
bunts down but now we have
that, and we have the middle
of our lineup like Mackenzie
Jones, Kimmy (Hendricks)
and Autumn (Humes) and
they’re just bringing us all in
and getting really big hits for
us,” Lawellin said.
Lawellin went a combined
4-6 with two runs and three
RBI’s on Saturday.
Another high point of the
series, and the highlight of the
entire day according to coach
Berry, was freshman infielder
and outfielder Lexi Ruff hitting
RYANN HEIM| The Bison a three run home run on her
Senior pitcher Hannah Johnson winds up for a pitch against Missouri University of first hit at the collegiate level,
Science & Technology last weekend.
giving the Lady Bisons a 5-0
LUKE THEISEN
play your best, but you still fight
Berry said that one of the lead going into the fourth inning
student writer
hard and the kids do what they’re hardest things to do is refocus of game two.
The Lady Bisons continue
supposed to do.”
after game one and prepare for
their season next weekend at
The Lady Bisons softball
Playing in her first ever college game two.
team started their season on games, freshman pitcher Autumn
“I thought Autumn Humes the Division II University of
Saturday, Feb. 4, winning both Humes had an impressive day did a good job at finishing game Arkansas-Monticello Softball
games of a two-game series at with an RBI single and a save one and stepping up in game Challenge in Bentonville, Arhome against Missouri Science in game one. She then went on two and settling them (S&T) kansas. They will play University
& Technology. The team won to pitch the entire second game, down, after they kind of made of Missouri – St. Louis at 11
the first game 7-6 and game only allowing S&T to score four a run at us in game one, and a.m. and Missouri Western State
two 11-4.
run, and hit two more RBIs.
keeping it quiet for a while so University at 2 p.m. on Friday,
“It’s good to get off to a good
“We have a lot of work to put we could get our offense rolling Feb. 10, and then continue the
start and get a couple wins under in but also it’s a really good way and get the win in game two,” next day with games against
Northwest Missouri State Uniour belt,” head coach Phil Berry to start your season,” Humes Berry said.
said. “It’s always nice when you said. “Games like that help us
Sophomore shortstop and versity at 10 a.m. and Pittsburg
get wins when you maybe don’t get into the post-season later.” third baseman Alexus Lawel- State University at 1 p.m.
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SATURDAY, FEB. 4
Softball defeated Missouri Science
and Technology 7-6 and 11-4 in
their double header.
Baseball lost to No. 23 ranked Delta
State University 7-9.
Men’s tennis defeated McMurry
University 9-0.
Women’s tennis defeated McMurry
University 9-0.
Women’s basketball defeated
Southern Nazarene University
82-70.
Men’s basketball lost to Southern
Nazarene University 65-98.
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SUNDAY, FEB. 5
Baseball lost to Delta State 4-5 and
0-1 in their double header.
Women’s tennis defeated Collins
College 8-1.
Men’s tennis defeated Collins
College 6-3.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 8
Women’s tennis defeated Hendrix
9-0.

The calm before the storm
jonathan bentley

guest
writer
In a matter of minutes, the “Best
Road Trip Destination in College
Basketball” quickly turned into the
“Quietest Road Trip Destination
in College Basketball.” A sixgame winning streak can easily
make any team hungry, but so can
a three-game road losing streak.
Last week the Southern Nazarene
Crimson Storm took down the
Harding men’s basketball team in
the Rhodes-Reaves Field House
for the first time in school history.
Crazy, right? Still hasn’t sunk in

for me either.
There awaited a fairly packed,
normally rambunctious crowd ready
to see their team split the season
series and grab another conference
win, but after a 12-0 run by SNU
to start the game, things started
to go south for the Bisons. Even
SNU’s student section of about five
was making more noise. And no
one likes visiting fans, especially
when your team isn’t playing well
and theirs is, and they won’t let
you forget it. Now, I apologize in
advance for the terrible metaphor,
but just to give you a small image
of the game, close your eyes and
imagine a light drizzle that keeps
growing and growing into a loud,
obnoxious thunderstorm that won’t
stop. The Crimson Storm hit six

3-pointers in the first half, and
finished the game with 13. You
figure after two or three, they have
to go cold at some point, but at one
point I felt like I was watching the
Golden State Warriors on any given
day of the week.
And the dunks. Everybody loves
a good dunk, even when it’s not your
team. Well, most of the time. I’ve
seen countless alley-oops growing
up on TV, but I never thought I
would see one from five feet away.
I instantly knew what was about
to happen as soon as I saw their
player starting to run along the
open baseline. At that point, you
could feel whatever air was left in
the building go out.
It’s always hard to swallow a loss,
especially a blowout on your own

court, but you just can’t discredit
SNU. Apart from a strong shooting
performance from outside the arc,
and a few ESPN-worthy dunks,
the Crimson Storm dominated
down low with a 6’11’’ center who
seemed like he couldn’t be stopped.
Not to mention a strong defensive
performance from-tip off. They held
the Bisons scoreless for almost the
first five minutes, and even then it
seemed as if SNU had a response,
and then some, for every basket.
When it comes down to it, one
team was hot and the other wasn’t,
and some nights that’s how it goes.
The Crimson Storm kept surging (last
storm pun, I promise) and wouldn’t
stop for all forty minutes. They held
Harding to 35 percent from the
field, 65 points, and seven 3s; all

season lows. It was hard to watch,
and it was even harder listening
to a group of five students make
more noise than a few hundred.
But what I’ll never forget, is how
many Bisons fans were still there
even with a minute left. While it was
one of the less-dominant shooting
performances of the season, fans
were still there behind their team.
I think the great Wayne Gretzky
said it best, “You miss 100 percent
of the shots you don’t take.” I know
it’s from a hockey player, but it’s
the same principle. Off-nights
are always going to happen, but if
there’s one thing this Harding team
has been good at all season long,
it’s bouncing back after a loss. So
keep shooting, Bisons, you’ve got a
herd of Rowdies behind you.

Pablo Trevino

Melita Sutherland

Mason Banger

Piper Huey

Jack Thomas

Do you like
Valentine's Day?

“It’s OK.”

“It’s just
another day.”

“Yes.”

“Yes.”

“Yes.”

Relationship status?

“Single.”

“Depends on
who’s asking.”

“In a relationship.”

“Engaged.”

“Dating ...
Hi Haley!”

Our Athletes’ Views
on Valentines Day

Chocolate or flowers?

Favorite rom com?

Tennis

Track

Golf

“Give flowers.”

“French Baguette.”

“Chocolate.”

“Just Go With It.”

“Die Hard.”

“How to Lose
a Guy in 10 Days.”

Tennis

“Chocolate!”

“The Proposal.”

Baseball

“Both!
As long as we can
share the chocolate.”

“Failure to Launch.”
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The final installment in a sequence about Kibo Group International working in Uganda
SAVANNA DISTEFANO
features editor

This is the final installment of the “Climbing from Kibo” series. To read the preceding
installments, visit thelink.harding.edu.

Increasing Elevation
He visited Uganda once, then he quit his
job and opened a coffee shop.
Larry Norman learned about Kibo while
working as a professor at Rochester College
in Rochester Hills, Michigan. He worked
with Kibo board member Dr. John Barton,
who was then provost of the college. After
his wife became involved in a nonprofit benefiting Africa, the couple decided to become
involved with working in the continent.
Norman approached Barton and asked how
to become involved in Kibo. Norman then
visited Uganda and developed a passion to
support the program.
“The first thing I did was quit my job,”
Norman said. “I said (to Barton), ‘I was going
to work part time, but now … I am going
to dedicate my time to Kibo. I want to start
a coffee shop here.’”
Norman arrived home with 50 pounds
of coffee in his luggage, which was obtained
from the Source Cafe in Uganda. He set
up a coffee pot in the student center of the
college and sold cups of coffee in order to
help fund the organization.
After searching for a more formal location
to create a fully working coffee shop, he was
given the opportunity to transform a section

social justice health, women’s empowerment,
environmental issues as these ran parallel
to efforts to improve and enrich the lives of
those in Uganda and East Africa through
the gospel and these efforts that we felt were
essentially a part of the gospel.”
According to Kibo board member Mark
Moore, the coffeehouse generated approximately $28,404 in 2016, which was used to
provide income for Kibo staff and funds for
various projects. Blue said the Kibo Midnight
Oil Board is planning an expansion of the
shop’s patio, complete with an outdoor fire
pit and stage.

The Second Highest Peak
“On the American side of things, our
job is to continue making sure Ugandans
have what they need to solve their own
problems,” Kibo Director of Development
Zachary Abney said. “Our goal is not to fix
anybody’s problems for them; instead, we
want to empower villagers to create local
and sustainable solutions for the obstacles
they face.”
Abney was less than a year old when he
first traveled to Uganda. His parents were
among the five missionary families who
moved to Uganda in 1994. When he was a
sophomore at Harding University in 2014,
he interned with Kibo in Uganda with a
group of students. The initiative created the
Kibo Fellowship internship program, which
is now available at Harding University, Oklahoma Christian, Pepperdine University and
Rochester College.

Courtesy of ZACHARY ABNEY

of a former conference room into what is now
Kibo Corner, where all proceeds support Kibo.
The coffee comes from the Source Cafe and
is grown by Ugandan farmers.
Norman was later invited to be the executive director of Kibo, a position he has held
for four years. Since then, he has maintained
connections with Ugandan and U.S. leaders
and board members. He continues to work at
Kibo Corner along student volunteers every
weekday serving coffee at Rochester College.
In Searcy, a similar business model was
created by fellow Kibo board members.
Midnight Oil Coffee house was purchased
by In Step Properties, which included Kibo
members Brooks Davis and Dr. Leon Blue,
for the purpose of running Midnight Oil in
support Kibo. Dr. Ken Turley, chairman of
the exercise and sports science department,
purchased the property in 2010. It was then
renovated and reopened in 2010 under new
management.
“We had a dream of utilizing Midnight
Oil as a way of financially supporting Kibo,
but also as a center of interest to be able tell
the Kibo story and particularly influence students at Harding,” Blue said. “We hoped to be
able to expose them to redemptive efforts in
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“I really wanted to go on an internship
that was more in this learning style,” Abney
said. “Having grown up in Uganda and seeing
what actually goes on there as a kid and visiting several times before school, I wanted an
experience in Uganda that was more focused
on me going to learn and being mentored
by Ugandans who knew the problems and
knew the solutions to the problems.”
Abney was one of the founders for the Kibo
Fellowship internship, which allows students
to learn the Kibo approach to faith-based
sustainable development. Students stay in
Jinja, Uganda, for approximately four to five
weeks. They work in the Source Cafe, spend
a weekend at the home of a local Ugandan
family and follow Kibo employees and development workers as they travel to villages.
Junior Sarah Creeley participated in the
Fellowship in 2016. Creeley said she had
been interested in nonprofit work years prior
to interning with Kibo and wanted to learn
from a successful group.
“The internship completely rocked my
world,” Creeley said. “I knew sustainable
development was something I was really
interested in. By interning with Kibo, I got
to see the holistic approach and what they

SAVANNA DISTEFANO | The Bison

Freshman Mark Sekimpi was born and raised in Jinja, Uganda. His mother
works for Kibo Group International, which also helps support his education.
are doing to meet people’s physical needs
before they meet their spiritual needs.”
The Kibo Fellows travel with Norman
and Kibo board member Danny Cagnet.
They stay in downtown Jinja and drive up
to three or four hours to reach the villages
they work in.
Norman said the internship is designed to
teach students about sustainable development,
the idea of equipping local people to maintain
and improve using their own resources over
time. He said that Western people often
become part of the problem when they try to
fix the problem without teaching the locals
how to do the work themselves.
“We really try to encourage people to
understand what is going on in Africa education-wise so that they are not a part of
the problem, because you can be part of the
problem in a hurry,” Norman said. “It’s just
trying to get people to understand.”
Creeley said it was difficult for her to learn
how to work to help others for long-term
self-sustainability instead of temporarily
helping to serve an immediate need.
“We were all expecting to work, to dig
the wells and get down and dirty. There
were days and moments when we did have
those opportunities, but for the most part,
it was just following the Kibo staff members
and observing how they interact with people,” Creeley said. “You can’t always have a
(Western) group of people come in and fix
things. That’s not how Kibo operates, and
that’s not what’s beneficial for these people.
It was very challenging, but it is something
I am super, super thankful for.”
When Kibo fellows return to the U.S.
after the internship, they are ambassadors for
the organization and responsible for telling
others about it.

To the Peak Together
Freshman Mark Sekimpi arrived in
Little Rock in August 2016 to begin a
four-year education at Harding. He was
given the opportunity to study abroad
with the help of Kibo, which is helping
to provide his funds.
Sekimpi said Kibo has directly influenced
his life, not only by providing a college
education, but also by teaching his parents
new worldviews.
“(Growing up with Kibo) has positively
affected my upbringing because Kibo is an
organization that bases from a Christian

foundation, so it builds up with Christian
moral standards. With that, I was able to be
raised with these standards of being honest,
not being selfish, sharing, loving caring and
serving,” Sekimpi said. “Through my mom
working for Kibo, she has been a very great
mom and a very great example to us as her
children. With the help of Kibo, it gives my
mom a job so she can put food on the table.
Kibo is a good organization and a unique one.”
After he graduated high school, Sekimpi
spent a year volunteering with Kibo. He
worked closely with the Water, Sanitation
and Hygiene program, helping to drill wells
and assisting communities to earn them.

“I was able to be raised
with these standards of being
honest, not being selfish,
sharing, loving, caring and
serving.”
-Mark Sekimpi

“It is a type of nonprofit that comes in
a place and works with the people, makes
relationships with the people, and once it’s
done, it goes back and visits the people, sees
how they are doing and encourages them to
continue with the lessons that they taught
them,” Sekimpi said. “It’s a good organization,
and it’s a unique way of working.”
Sekimpi is currently pursuing a business
degree. He said he would like to use his
degree in Uganda for banking or real estate.
Through the church-planting missionaries
and his connections with Kibo, Sekimpi has
begun his own uphill journey nearly 20 years
after the missionaries first took root in the
small country in East Africa.
According to Dr. Deron Smith, Kibo
board member, the key to successful mission
work is the slow and gradual journey. For
Kibo, the goal is to help Ugandans reach to
the ascending point of the mountain, to hike
from Kibo Point and eventually, together,
reach the ultimate peak: heaven.
“We want to help communities flourish.
We believe that flourishing is one of the
best descriptions of the kingdom of God,”
Smith said. “When the kingdom of God
is breaking out in the community, that
community will flourish. It will flourish
in their relationships, it will flourish in
its physical environments, in the body of
humans, they will improve, the environment
will improve. It is a true flourishing in the
holistic sort of way.”

"We want to help communities flourish. We believe flourishing
is one of the best descriptions of
the kingdom of God."
-Dr. Deron Smith
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Helpful tips and tricks to snag the perfect ‘ship
RANEISHA STASSIN
student writer

Are you currently seeking a summer internship but
having trouble finding and securing one? Landing an
internship that fulfills the necessary criteria and offers
appropriate experience can be a challenging ordeal.
Luckily, we have some tips that might help you on
your search.
Take advantage of your resources
Harding offers various resources on campus for students
seeking internships. According to Brian Harrington,
director of the Center for Professional Excellence (CPE),
they offer a wide range of services that may help.
“Internships are really good because it gives you a
sense of what you’d like to do or what you may not like
to do,” Harrington said. “And it gives you a chance to
find a company that you want to work for.”
The center hosts events such as career fairs and meetups with companies for students majoring in business,
accounting and finance. They also review resumes and
hold mock interviews. According to Harrington, they
have a closet with professional attire that students can
borrow for interviews. While the center is a part of the
College of Business Administration, they are willing to
advise students from any major, so feel free to stop by
Mabee 220 for assistance.
Network
According to senior public relations major Jantzen
Teague, talking to your peers can really help.
“Talk to your peers first and foremost,” Teague said.
“Don’t be afraid to reach for the stars, either. If that dream

internship is something you can apply for, go for it.”
Teague applied for several different internships
before securing her position at Arkansas Children’s
Hospital. She had a connection at the hospital with a
fellow church member who helped her get in contact
with the right people.
According to Teague, interning as a student is crucial
to gaining real-world experience, and her experience as
an intern helped prepare her for the real thing.
Senior social work major Sarah Littleton, who interned at Healing with CAARE and Restore Hope, an
organization that aims to help decrease the chances of
criminals returning to prison, also felt using connections
was crucial to securing an internship.
“I did not apply for either of the internships that I
had, but I got them because I knew someone,” Littleton
said. “Networking and connections are powerful.”
Be persistent
Junior finance major Paul Pearson said he never let
a recruiter forget him. Pearson, who secured an internship with Walmart in their Accounting and Finance
Development Program for the summer, worked hard
to stand out. He reached out to potential employers by
sending emails, calling and writing handwritten notes.
According to Pearson, it really helped when he got his
interview because he’d already developed a relationship.
Visit career services
Located on the second floor of the Student Center
in room 239, the Center for Student Success provides
students with career planning, offers free resume reviews
and posts internship opportunities on the Bison Career
Search online. They also have a number of tips on the

Harding website to help students write cover letters, resumes and prepare for interviews. They are open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Internships can be daunting obstacles to overcome.
From getting in contact with the right people to actually
securing the position, a lot of work goes into making the
most of any internship opportunity. However, following
these useful tips should help you better your chances for
gaining valuable real-world experience.

Visit Career
Services

Network
Use Your
Resources
Be Persistent
Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY

‘Born Anonymous’ chronicles story of hope

Autobiographer administers Christ-like love to children in need
RAIANNE MASON
student writer

AMANDA FLOYD | The Bison

Anitha Kobusingye wrote “Born Anonymous,” an
autobiography that tells her story from orphaned
child in the streets to foster mother of 12 at Lighthouse Children’s Home in Rwanda. Lighthouse
Children’s Home is a nonprofit organization that
runs on donations only and is currently home to
12 adopted children.

“Kobusingye” is a Western
Ugandan word meaning
peace; however, Anitha
Kobusingye’s life has been
any thing but peaceful.
Now a graduate student in
the counseling program at
Harding, Kobusingye is the
author of an autobiography
titled “Born Anonymous.”
“(She was) born as an
orphan, (grew) up in a children’s home, (was) adopted
a couple of times, the first
time adopted into a slave
labor situation. (She) ran
away from that situation,
and ended up on the streets,”
Timothy Westbrook, an
assistant Bible professor, said.
Westbrook had Kobusingye
in his World Christian class
when she was an undergraduate student. He asked her
to return and speak to his
class on Jan. 23.
“By telling her story, she
is giving us a broader perspective of how God works,”
Westbrook said. “In her case
it’s not the typical move to
a mission field (or) apply to
a church, it’s a person who
can, in hindsight, see God

working in her own life.
But it took years for her to
know Jesus.”
According to Kobusingye,
the turning point in her life
was when she began attending Cornerstone Leadership
Academy, a private Christian
high school in Rwanda. It
was here that she learned
about the love of Christ.
“I think the best way to
lead someone to Christ — to
change someone — is to love
them unconditionally on a
deeper level,” Kobusingye
said. “Stretching your love to
the possibilities of someone
questioning you, ‘How come
this person loves me despite
being an alcoholic, despite
being sexually addicted?
This person goes beyond
that and still loves me for
who I am.’”
Growing up on the
streets, Kobusingye said
she had never experienced
genuine love.
“I think the most important point in my book is
that it was love that broke
my heart,” Kobusingye said.
“It wasn’t just like going to
church every day or reading
the Bible; someone introduced
me to Jesus. No. Someone

loved me before they even
mentioned Jesus. It’s their
love that I questioned until
I realized that ’s the way
Jesus was.”
This Christ-like love is
evident in how Kobusingye
now lives. Eight years ago,
Kobusingye began the Lighthouse Children’s Home in
Rwanda.
“It ’s just like a family
where we take in homeless
children,” Kobusingye said.
There are now 12 children
at the home Kobusingye
explained that the home
runs on donations.
“People came with different
ways to give,” Kobusingye

said. “Some people came with
just a shirt, some people with
just a spoon, some people
with anything they could
think would be useful.”
It is this selfless giving
that Kobusingye wishes to
talk about in her next book.
“People who are talented
and gifted are giving but
sometimes I feel like in the
Western world there is still
so much that is lacking in
the way giving is handled,”
Kobusingye said. “In my second book I’m not criticizing
how they give or what they
give, but to shed a little bit
of light of what I’ve seen in
my experience of giving.”
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Quid-ditch your homework and smack some bludgers
PRO and CAB let students battle on brooms in a real-life game of Quidditch
PARKER SAMUEL
student writer
The Harding Universit y Public
Relations Organization (PRO) and
Campus Activities Board (CAB) are
hosting a Quidditch Tournament as a
fundraiser for PRO on Feb. 11 on the
front lawn starting at noon.
Quidditch is a sport created within
the Harr y Potter franchise. It has
been converted to a game that anyone
can play. According to PRO member,
sophomore Kendall Carwile, this version of Quidditch has “all of the same
components, without the magic.”
PRO vice president, sophomore
Kaleb Turner, said that Quidditch is
a game that combines different sports
such as football, dodgeball and soccer.
The goal of the game is to score as
many points as possible by throwing
the “quaffle” through the hoops on
both sides of the field. In the last two
minutes, a “golden snitch” is released
and must be captured to end the game.
All of this must be done while holding
a broom between one’s legs. According
to Turner, each team needs a minimum
of five players to compete. Substitutes
can be included on a team if desired.

According to PRO president, senior
Lauren Hargett, each member of the
winning team will receive a $10 gift
certificate to Kibo Midnight Oil.
Hargett said the event is for spectators
as well, and that there will be bleachers
for those who want to come and support
their friends. Hargett said that there will
also be Harry Potter-themed snacks for
sale at the event, including butterbeer.
PRO will also be selling buttons with
house crests from the Harry Potter
franchise on them.
The event is a fundraiser for PRO’s
spring networking trip to Nashville,
Tennessee. Turner said that the trip is
organized so that PRO members can
meet with public relations professionals
who work in corporate and nonprofit
jobs.
“ We talk to Harding alumni and
people we have connections with so
that we can better understand what
the field of public relations looks like,”
Turner said.
Hargett said that she believes that
this fundraiser is a good opportunity
for PRO and the students who come
participate.
“It’s good for PRO to be collaborating with CAB on this because it forms

connections with different organizations
on campus, and that’s good for PRO
because we are a smaller organization,”
Hargett said. “It’s also a way for (PRO)
to provide a fun, interactive event for
students to come together and participate in something that they don’t get

to do every day.”
The Quidditch Tournament is Feb.
11 from noon to 5 p.m. on the front
lawn. The cost to play is $5. Individual
players and teams should register online
or at the Quidditch Tournament table
by Feb. 10.

